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Updated position descriptions
This helps to get clarity for you and the candidates on what the role entails, and the skills and
experience needed

Clarity on transferable skills required for the position
For example, a transferrable skill could be use of technology, which can open up the role to
more candidates than specifying a specific piece of software experience required

Salary on offer is competitive

Employee benefits are competitive
The market is very competitive in many fields. Check what similar roles are being advertised
for in terms of salary and benefits so that you know you are competitive

Offer flexibility
Continues to be one of the top items candidates look for. Consider what flexibility you can
offer in terms of hours, days and location

Working from home
If you offer WFH, be clear on how many days per week, and if an office space is available for
those who can’t WFH

Clearly articulate how you are different to other employers
Resist the temptation to say “great culture”! What is different about you? Make this clear

Regularly survey existing staff
Asking why your current team members joined you, and why they stay, will give great
information to sell you as an employer

Ask feedback from prior candidates who rejected offers
Learning why you weren’t their first choice can help to understand an offer you can put to the
market
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Post to social media
Use your existing channels to talk about how your business is growing and looking for new
great people

Website careers section and LinkedIn company page is up to date
Candidates will research your business, so keep these updated to effectively sell you as an
employer

Hiring managers are trained in shortlisting and interviewing
Recruitment of a “bad” hire is expensive and can have huge cultural impacts and should be
conducted by those who have been well trained.

Recruitment process takes less than 2 weeks from advertisement to offer
In this market, if you aren’t shortlisting as application are received, you will lose great
candidates

Psychometric tests
Appropriate valid and reliable testing will increase your ability to hire a great performer by 2-
3 times versus interviews alone

Alumni, staff, and/or customer newsletter
Use your newsletters to ask for referrals, as appropriate.

Sign-on bonuses
For particularly difficult roles, consider paying the candidates a sign-on bonus to accept the
offer

Other pathways (cadets, apprentices, trainees)
Consider other avenues for hiring certain positions if the roles aren’t available or affordable in
the marketplace 
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02 8667 5373

contact@amplifyhr.com.au

amplifyhr.com.au

Strong positive workplace cultures
lead to high performance, growth,
and long-lasting businesses.

We are HR consultants who
specialise in creating great places to
work for service based businesses of
under 100 employees, so you can
scale up and grow.

Our dedicated HR consultants
partner with your business.
integrating into your team as a
trusted advisor. Providing end-to-
end HR support by implementing
our Find Grow Keep methodology
and delivering on-demand HR
support.

Book a 
FREE 30 minute

discovery session
with 

Karen Kirton
(Founder,

Amplify HR) 
to discuss your
checklist results
and provide you
with practical,

actionable steps
to enable you to

find great
people.

http://amplifyhr.com.au/
http://amplifyhr.com.au/
https://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/KarenKirtonAmplifyHR@amplifyhr.com.au/bookings/
https://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/KarenKirtonAmplifyHR@amplifyhr.com.au/bookings/
https://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/KarenKirtonAmplifyHR@amplifyhr.com.au/bookings/
https://karen-kirton.appointlet.com/

